INFLUENCING WITHOUT AUTHORITY

3 DAYS

COURSE OVERVIEW
Influencing Without Authority equips participants with the skills needed to build credibility and effectively influence stakeholders, even
if they lack the formal authority to make demands on resources. This course helps attendees understand the attitudes and behaviours
of leaders who know how to get work done through influence and persuasion whether managing up, down, across, or diagonally within
organisations.
Influencing Without Authority begins by placing the concept of influence within the larger context of environmental, organisational,
network, relational, and interpersonal factors. It breaks influence down into a series of learnable skills, moving beyond the notion that
influence is simply the product of personal charisma or charm, and instead, gives participants tools needed to negotiate the political
landscape of organisations. Participants also learn how to build the personal credibility that serves as the foundation of effective
influence and how to apply a powerful methodology for resolving performance challenges in an environment where power cannot be
exerted by one individual over another. They also learn how to build networks by overcoming internal barriers to creating new contacts.
Finally, Influencing Without Authority provides the tools necessary to be more influential on both a personal and more strategic level.

LEARN HOW TO
4 Identify what it means to influence without authority and what
you can do to be successful

4 Employ principles and tools to build your influence within your
organisation

4 Read the larger context in which you wish to influence without
authority

4 Apply what you’ve learned to a series of specific situations
where leading without authority is most required

COURSE TOPICS
Looking At The
Context Model

Dealing With Organisational
Politics

Maintaining Networks And
Relationships

• Formal/informal authority
• What is “influencing without authority?”
• Informal authority in the VUCA
environment
• The context model

• What does the term organisational
politics mean?
• Why concern ourselves with politics?
• How good a politician are you?
• Methodology for influencing up
- Political intuition
- Political insight
- Advance work
- Positive politics

•
•
•
•
•

Gaining Credibility

Persuading Others And Influencing
Strategically

Reading The Context
• Reading the context: business dynamics
and environment
• PESTEL analysis: political, economic,
social, technological, environmental,
legal
• How to be influential in the organisation
• Organisation analysis: four frames
• Reading the context: networks
• Relationship analysis: social exchange
theory
• Reading the context: personal behaviour

Principles Of Influence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Difference between power and influence
Overview of the six influence principles
Principle 1: liking
Principle 2: social proof
Principle 3: consistency
Principle 4: scarcity
Principle 5: expertise
Principle 6: reciprocity

• Two elements of credibility: confidence
and competence
• The trust equation
• Tool: credibility grid:
• Building your credibility: focusing on
behaviours
• The 13 behaviours: trust-based,
competence-based, and trust &
competence behaviours

Solving Performance Problems
• When performance problems
arise: direct reports, supervisors,
stakeholders, external parties
• How effective influencers work
• A model for dealing with performance
problems:
- Phase 1: prepare
- Phase 2: engage
- Phase 3: evaluate
- Phase 4: resolve
- When best efforts fail

What do we mean by “networking”?
Four key uses of networking
Dispelling network myths
Five rules of networking
Three types of networks: operational,
personal, strategic
• Steps to building a better network
• Tool for building a better network
• Tips for networking events

• What is/is not persuasion?
• Being persuasive: four elements
- Element: establish credibility
- Element: frame for common ground
- Element: provide evidence
- Element: connect emotionally
• What does “influencing strategically”
mean?
• Stereotypes about senior stakeholders
• Four steps of strategic persuasion
- Step 1: survey your situation
- Step 2: confront the five barriers
- Step 3: make your pitch
- Step 4: secure your commitments
- When issues arise

